**Painting on the Porch to Benefit SHCA Trust**

We had a WONDERFUL turnout of PAWrtist’s on Monday afternoon who worked to create masterpieces in partnership with their canine dogs. Everyone had a wonderful time and made many new friends!! A new “measure” of time was also created—“one glass of wine” long. The team raised over $600 in support of the Trust—Many thanks and KUDOS to Laura Anderson And Sheila Qualls for organizing the event, assisting the artistically challenged and convincing our furry friends that it really was a great idea to let us paint their paws in support of PAWrt!!!

**National Bloopers—by Catherine Gamble**

Getting here was “fun” wasn't it? If you came in on 64, have you ever seen so many ups and downs and rounds and rounds? Who built those roads anyhow? That tunnel was a bit different. So here we are--Plenty of shared hugs and beautiful dogs. What a gorgeous location!!! Have you seen the king size swan yet? It was suggested that it might not be good for his longevity to leave him in the pond with so many dogs here who would enjoy a good swan chase, so they have moved him over to the covered swimming pool where he floats around in this puddle on the pool cover. I don't know what they feed this enormous fowl but she has to be some sort of record breaking big O bird. We’ve been seeing signs for free swan cookies but have yet to find any. I hear that we’ve had a visit from PETA. There’s a chance we might be the next stars in one of their next rip off commercial. One might question the intelligence of these people to start with. 1000 dogs in a luxury motel being cared for by owners who have devoted their lives to the breed. Average temps outside around 70. But here they are videoing us to turn this into an example of animal abuse. Down the road is a big aquarium. Now I’m pretty sure those fish didn’t jump into that tank. PETA better stick to the fishes. We will defend our dogs. If you see anyone who looks like they are suspicious I suggest you grab your phone and video them. Watch your dogs closely and look out for each other Neighborhood patrol Siberian style. The event is now in full swing...Please feel share your “funny stories” with me!!!—Catherine

---

**Announcements**

**Security Contact Information**—Please contact Joshua McCalla immediately if you observe any suspicious activity during the show.

P 757-226-2075  C 757-323-9153

**SHCA Trust Silent Auction**—Just in case you haven’t been by yet, stop by the silent auction supporting the SHCA trust. There are some wonderful items available!!! Location is to the right of the catalog table!!!!

**Generator Times**

THURSDAY 7-11AM  3-5PM
FRIDAY 7-11AM  2-4PM

**Swan Terrace Grill**—Theme for Thursday - Southern Buffet $17.95

***PLEASE REMEMBER TO PICK UP AFTER YOUR DOGS***

**Thursday Events**

AOH, AmBred, BredBy, Veteran Dogs
AOH, AmBred, BredBy, Veteran Bitches
RESCUE PARADE—2:15PM
PARADE OF TITLEHOLDERS—3:30PM
SHCA Annual Meeting—7:00PM
Wednesday Results

Conformation

Dog Classes—Judge Stephanie Barnhill

Puppy Dogs 6-9
1. #469—Koba’s Snowfall’s Wariow
2. #211—Wolvereen The Last Jedi
3. #15—Karnavonda’s The Night Watchman
4. #7—Kilvei’s Jolly Roger

Puppy Dogs 9-12
1. #19—Snoebear’s Kingsman
2. #33—Rockland’s Keep Your Eyes On Me
3. #311—Kayenta’s The Game Is Afoot
4. #459—Antara’s Wanna Be A Baller Shot Caller

Dogs 12-15
1. #39—Unicornhill Bonfire O’Kristari
2. #315—Coventry’s Get This Party Started
3. #317—Coventry’s Kristari’s Chunk Man
4. #321—Demavand’s Amorok Kiowa

Dogs 15-18
1. #41—Huskavarna’s A Sense of Freedom
2. #43—Tackora’s White Sunday’s Park Ranger
3. #323—Highlander’s Jack of Diamonds

Bitch Classes—Judge Bill Shelton

Puppy Bitches 6-9
1. #22—Snowmist’s J’Espere
2. #288—Wolvereen The Force B With U
3. #296—Kristari’s J’Adore O’Mysticlight
4. #12—Diamond’s Setting Fire To the Rain At Snowshoe

Puppy Bitches 9-12
1. #392—Reigning Strait From The Heart
2. #384—Snoebear’s A New Hope
3. #376—Kristari’s Fantzy Pantz
4. #52—Mirage’s I Don’t Need My Name In Lights

Bitches 12-15
1. #58—Unicornhill Such A Prude
2. #400—Conventry’s Enchantress
3. #396—Conventry’s Cara Mia Mine At Snow Sky
4. #398—Sno Sky The Legacy Continues

Bitches 15-18
1. #66—Topaz Principessina
2. #408—Liberty’s Let’s Make Up
3. #56—Topaz Bella Luna
4. #70—Huskavarna’s Written In The Stars

Novice B (10 competed)
1st CH Whispering Pines Diamonds R Furever, BN, RN, CGC
2nd GCH Wolfrivers K3’s Blue Eyed Boyd, CD, PCD, BN, RAE
3rd GCH Ashka’s Northern Lights Ablaze, BN, RA, CGCA, CA
4th Snow Spirit’s Regal Aire Jordan, BN, RE, CGCA, CGCU, TKN

Open A (1 competed) no qualifiers

Open B (2 competed) no qualifiers

Utility B (1 competed) no qualifiers

High in Trial  CH Whispering Pines Diamonds R Furever, BN, RN, CGC (Novice B)

Graduate Novice (1 competing) no qualifiers

Veterans (4 competing)
1st Tshaji’s Sno-Magic Razz Ma Tazz
2nd CH Northernlight’s Ciara, CD, RA
3rd Blazin’ Trails Northward, CD, BN, RE, CA, TKN, CGCA
4th Debalys Rolls Royce Cruiser, CD, RE, MX, MXB2, MXJ, CGC

Brace (1 competing)
1st GCH Wolfrivers K3’s Blue Eyed Boyd, CD, PCD, BN, RAE
CH Wolfriver’s K5’s Dantes Inferno, CDX, PC, DX, GN

Beginner Novice A (2 competing)
1st Stoli’s Hot Gossip!! , RN, CGCA

Beginner Novice B (8 competing)
1st Whispering Pines Power of Illusion
2nd Niteflites Kaasen Kisaq CO’2E, CGCA, BN, RN, CGC

Preferred Novice (6 competing)
1st CH Amorok’s Light Fandango
2nd CH Yetieska Knight Before Christmas, RN, SD

Preferred Open (1 competing) no qualifiers

Wild Card Novice (1 Competing)
1st Akiak Irrusiq, RA, ACT1, CGCA, TKN

Wild Card Open (1 competing)
1st Sunriser’s Quinn-Essential Finders Keepers

Wild Card Utility (1 completing)
1st Krystal Wolf’s Tshaji Kiva, UD, RA, MX, MXJ, XF

Missing from yesterday’s Rally results
Rally High Combined GCH Wolfriver’s K3’s Blue Eyed Boyd, CD, PCD, BN, RAE

Correction—Rally Novice B 4th place winner was CH Karnavonda’s Surreptitus